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Enhanced cleaning regime with anti-viral products
Increasing tram frequencies and running mostly double services to meet demand
and exceeding pre-covid service levels on some lines
Trams and stops fitted with floor markings and posters to encourage social
distancing, and audio updates being broadcast
Trams are also being fitted with seat covers to show where people can sit, some
seats are being removed from around driver cabs to maintain staff safety
New ticketing product for people working more flexibly and travelling less often
Staff on all of the busier stops to advise on social distancing
Key customer information and advice relayed on posters, PAs, PIDs
Robust cleaning plans in place on-board trains and at stations
To keep passengers socially distanced a range of measures are being used
including markers on the floor, posters, and audio messages
Some seats cordoned off to help guide customers to socially distance
Operators are providing clear customer advice in stations and on trains
At some key stations, including Manchester Piccadilly, one-way systems are in
place to ensure steady and controlled access and there are also face covering
vending machines available
Rigorous cleaning regimes in place on buses and in depots
Social distancing has been implemented with capacity restrictions in place across
buses, including ‘Bus Full’ messaging; one operator using capacity apps and
operators are advising customers to keep 2m apart at bus stops
Contactless and mobile payments encouraged
Installing hand sanitiser dispensers at key locations
Posters up at stations and stops encouraging wearing face coverings; social
distancing; hygiene and contactless payment/exact change only
Under the Safe Streets Save Lives campaign, Greater Manchester’s local
authorities are implementing measures to provide safe space to enable more
people to make journeys on foot or by bike – to ease pressure on public
transport and provide options for those who don’t have access to a car
This includes delivery of up to 200km of emergency active travel protected
routes, traffic calming measures and increasing access to bikes – subject to
confirmation of a £21.5m DfT funding bid
An expansion of GM’s bike loan scheme and relaunching of cycle training to
provide people with the confidence and skills to commute by bike
Closed all but two Travelshops during lockdown
Enhanced cleaning regime, including the use of anti-viral cleaning products
Closed off seating at interchanges and bus stations to ensure no two seats are
within 2 metres of the other
Marked out two metre spaces at boarding points at interchanges and bus
stations. Posters up at stations and stops encouraging wearing face coverings;
social distancing; hygiene and contactless payment/exact change only

Joining together to reopen safely #SafeGM

